










































































































 

Trust Us: 
Manufacturing a Panic 
for Pipelines and Profit 

A Report from New York Communities for Change and the Sane Energy Project 
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Executive Summary 

Con Ed and National Grid are threatening to cut off new gas customers while pressuring 
the Cuomo Administration to approve new pipelines, which generate massive and predictable 
profits for the utilities and pipeline corporations, but cause climate change and thwart the 
state’s plans to cut pollution.   

After failing to implement aggressive energy efficiency, renewable energy and demand 
management programs to reduce gas demand, the utilities are attempting to bully elected 
officials, agencies and regulators into reviving a cozy business arrangement.  They want more 
pipelines that allow them to inflate their profits after they pass along their costs in the form of 
rate hikes. 

Rather than operate in a transparent manner, the utilities are keeping their data secret, 
data they claim demonstrates a pipeline capacity shortage.  They say “trust us” to the public 
and elected officials as they create a crisis atmosphere in order to secure approval for new 
pipelines.  Con Ed and National Grid have manufactured a crisis by, in effect, standing pat as gas 
demand rose, and then threatening a moratorium on new gas customers, citing limited pipeline 
capacity after they did not reduce gas use.   

Their push comes at a crucial moment: The Fortune 500 Williams pipeline corporation is 
in contract with National Grid to build a massive new fracked gas pipeline from New Jersey to 
New York, for which it needs a critical permit which the state must act upon by mid-May.i  If 
built, the Williams pipeline would cause an estimated 7.8 million metric tons of climate 
pollutionii, which would frustrate the state’s plan to slash climate pollution.   

Under federal rules set by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the typical 
set rate of return for a proposed interstate gas pipeline is 14%.iii In this case Williams is the 
developer, delivering gas to National Grid, which would then pass along its costs – including 
Williams’ profits – in rate hikes for decades to come.  The more National Grid invests into 
pipelines, the higher the costs it passes along and the larger the base for return on equity, 
generating larger profits.  For its part, Con Ed is currently seeking a rate hikeiv and also demands 
the state approve more pipeline capacity.v   

These 3 major corporations deploy enormous financial and political clout to influence 
Governor Cuomo. Some examples of the influence channels they have developed include:  

 Con Ed pays William Mulrow, formerly Governor Cuomo’s top staffer, $228,425 
per year as a member of its Board of Directors.vi  Mulrow, a top Blackstone 
executive, is a former Vice-Chairman of the New York Democratic Party and 
served as the Chairman of Governor Cuomo’s 2018 re-election campaign. 



Blackstone owns Harvest Fund Advisors, which invests about $1 billion into 
Williams.vii  

 National Grid and Williams both retain super-lobbyist Tonio Burgos, a former 
Mario Cuomo aide whose firm and personal campaign contributions total to 
$287,600 to Andrew Cuomo’s campaigns for Attorney General and Governor.viii 

 A highly-connected political operative and lobbyist for Williams, Maggie Moran, 
was Governor Cuomo’s 2018 re-election campaign manager and senior advisor 
for his 2010 election campaign.ix  Moran is a principal in the consulting firm Kivvit 
alongside Rich Bamberger, who was Governor Cuomo’s Communications 
Director.x  Williams retains Kivvit.xi 

These three corporations and their top executives and lobbyists made $407,350 in 
campaign contributions to Governor Cuomo’s election campaigns.xii  They spent over $5 million 
on lobbying in New York over the past seven years.xiii The utilities also spend millions more per 
year influencing utility regulators in regulatory proceedings.xiv  There are also industry-funded 
advertising and influence campaigns pushing for new pipelines.xv  

Con Ed’s CEO John McAvoy made $8.7 million in 2018.xvi National Grid’s CEO John 
Pettigrew, based in the U.K., made $4.6 million in 2018.xvii Williams’ CEO Alan Armstrong made 
$10.6 million in 2017.xviii  The top 5 executives from these 3 corporations made a total of $64.1 
million in the most recent reported year.xix  Con Ed made $1.5 billion in net income (profits) in 
2017xx; National Grid, in the United States, made 2.71 billion pounds ($3.66 billion) xxixxii in 2017; 
and Williams made $2.62 billion in 2017.xxiii   

This report documents some of the influence channels these corporations are deploying 
as they manufacture a crisis in an attempt to bully the Cuomo Administration, regulators and 
elected officials into getting their way.   

Fortunately, the State does not have to give into these fossil fuel corporations’ 
demands.  Instead, Governor Cuomo should require the utilities to implement non-polluting 
energy efficiency, demand management and renewables solutions that can slash gas demand 
and achieve the state’s goals of cutting climate pollution.  While the utilities are creating a 
panic, their bald-faced threats should be seen as an opportunity to accelerate New York’s 
transition to a clean energy future powered by renewables; good, green jobs; and affordable 
energy for all. 

  



 

Con Ed, National Grid and Williams’s Campaign Contributions, Lobbyists, Business 
Associations & Other Influence Channels 

Consolidated Edison (“Con Ed”) and National Grid are the utilities for downstate New 
York.  They both deeply influence policy and politics in New York.  Williams, while based in 
Oklahoma, has hired and developed a set of highly-connected lobbyists and relationships in 
New York.  Together, along with other pipeline corporations and utilities in New York, they 
deploy enormous insider firepower to influence public policy. 

In the past seven years, National Grid spent $1.034 million lobbying in New York xxiv.  It is 
a British corporation, but became a large player in New York when it purchased KeySpan 
Energy.  National Grid has an in-house team of lobbyists (aka “government relations”), led by 
Vice President of Government Relations Echo Cartwright.xxv  The utility retains Tonio Burgos & 
Associates, a high-powered lobbying firm, as an outside lobbyist.   

Tonio Burgos, the principal and founder of the firm, 
started his career as the Appointment Secretary to former-
Governor Mario Cuomo, Andrew Cuomo’s father and mentor.  
Burgos and Associates donated $201,800 to Andrew Cuomo’s 
campaigns for Attorney General and Governor.  Burgos has also 
personally donated $85,800 to Andrew Cuomo’s campaigns 
since 2005.xxvi  The steady pattern of large donations from 2007 
to the present day suggests a deep, long-term relationship with 
non-Governor Cuomo, whose agencies and appointees regulate 
the utility. 

Tonio Burgos & Associates is also retained by Williams.  
Williams also retained Kivvit, a consulting firm, in September 
2017.  Kivvit’s managing directors include Maggie Moran and 
Rich Bamberger.xxvii  Both are highly-connected political operatives.  Moran was a lobbyist for 
Williams in May and June of 2018.  Moran was Andrew Cuomo’s campaign manager in his most 
recent re-election campaign, in 2018, and a senior advisor for his 2010 election campaign.xxviii  
Rich Bamberger was Governor Cuomo’s Communications Director.xxix   

In 2018, Williams donated $100,000 to the Democratic Governors Association, which 
supported Cuomo’s re-election.xxx  Williams spent $2.3 million lobbying in New York over the 
past seven yearsxxxi.  Pythia Public, a public affairs firm founded by Alexis Grennel and Evan 
Thies, also works on behalf of Williams, apparently as a contractor for Urban Strategies, a 
consulting firm.xxxii       

Tonio Burgos, super-lobbyist for 
National Grid and Williams 



Con Ed spent $2.1 million lobbying in New York in the past seven yearsxxxiii.  Con Ed’s 
Senior Vice President for Corporate Affairs, Frances Resheske, supervises its corporate 
communications, branding and government relations, with a staff of 120.xxxiv  She is a board 
member of the Building Congress (Williams and National Grid are also members of the Building 
Congressxxxv), and the Association for a Better New York.xxxvi  Kyle Kimball, Vice President, 
Government Relations, who formerly led the New York City Economic Development 
Corporation under Mayors Bloomberg and de Blasio, supervises Con Ed’s lobbying operation in 
New York and Washington, DC.xxxvii  John Banks, who was previously Con Ed’s Vice President of 
Government Relations, now is the President and CEO of the political powerhouse Real Estate 
Board of New York (REBNY), which supports development of the Williams pipeline.  Con Ed also 
retains Hinman Straub, another prominent lobbying firm.  Hinman Straub and its lobbyists 
spent $207,350 on campaign donations to Andrew Cuomo’s campaigns from 2005 – 2017.xxxviii   

Con Ed’s Board of Directors includes 
Williams Mulrow and up until recently, 
Michael Del Guidice, who are both closely 
connected to Andrew Cuomo.  Williams 
Mulrow was the Secretary to the Governor, 
the top staff position in New York 
government.xxxix  Mulrow was the Chairman of 

Cuomo’s 2018 election campaign.  He is a top 
Blackstone executive.  Blackstone invests 
about $1 billion into Williams through its 
ownership of Harvest Fund Advisors.xl  Mulrow is a prolific donor to many different politiciansxli 
and served as the Vice Chair of the NYS Democratic Party.xlii   

Michael Del Guidice was Chief of Staff to former-Governor Mario Cuomo, Andrew 
Cuomo’s father.  Del Guidice and Mulrow each received $228,425 from Con Ed for sitting on its 
Board of Directors.xliii (Del Guidice left Con Ed’s Board in 2018 after a long tenure) Del Guidice’s 
connections to Governor Cuomo apparently run deep. We quote at length from Politico:xliv 

“Giudice, a former chief aide to Gov. Mario Cuomo and an adviser to the younger 
Cuomo, retired in January 2018 from the Con Ed board. He joined it in 1999, during the 
tenure of former Gov. George Pataki… 

During Cuomo’s 2010 campaign for governor, Del Giudice met with representatives from 
the controversial CPV Valley Energy Center in Orange County, according to testimony in 
the trial of a former CPV executive and Joe Percoco, a former top aide to Cuomo. 

William Mulrow, Con Ed Board Member and former 
top staffer for Governor Cuomo 



Todd Howe, a former lobbyist who cooperated with the government after pleading guilty 
in relation to Percoco’s case, said on the stand that Del Giudice was a senior counselor 
familiar with energy policy for the campaign. Del Giudice continued to have influence on 
energy topics after Cuomo took office in 2010, according to Howe, despite holding no 
official position in the administration. All the while, he sat on Con Ed’s board. 

‘He had an extremely close relationship with the governor at that point, and the 
governor also relied on Del Giudice with regard to many energy issues because he was 
an expert and had been former CEO of various power corporations around the country,’ 
Howe said during the trial.” 

The utilities also spend millions on regulatory proceedings, including rate cases, whose costs 
they (ironically) charge back to utility customers.xlv 

Con Ed and National Grid are also members of the Business Council of New York State,xlvi 
the pre-eminent business lobby in New York, which has endorsed Governor Cuomo three times 
for election.xlvii  Con Ed executives were twice chairman in recent years of the Business 
Council.xlviii  Members of the Business Council support the organization financially.  The Business 
Council advocates for corporate interests, including supporting pipeline development and 
opposing consumer advocacy groups’ attempts to reign in utility rates.xlix 

Con Ed, National Grid and Williams are all financial sponsors and members of the New 
York Building Congress.l  The Building Congress advocates for increased gas pipeline capacity 
into New York and Westchester, and specifically advocates for the Williams NESE project.li    

National Grid Vice President John Bruckner is a member of the Board of Directors of the 
Long Island Association, an influential business and civic organization on Long Island. lii  The 
Long Island Association works to influence public policy and supports development of the 
Williams NESE pipeline.liii  

Con Ed and National Grid are also members of the Energy Coalition of New York,liv which 
lobbies and runs influence campaigns targeting state government.  The Energy Coalition 
opposes consumer advocates on issues such as creating a funded and staffed office of the 
consumer advocate, which would advocate on behalf of utility consumers in rate proceedings.lv  

A Cozy Arrangement for Pipeline Profits  

 For decades, utilities would contract with pipeline corporations to build new fossil fuel 
pipelines and recover large, predictable profits.  The pipeline corporations would make 
guaranteed returns, which they would then pass along to the utilities, who would pass along 



these costs plus profits to as rate hikes.  State regulators would sometimes trim the size of rate 
hikes, but would inevitably bless the whole arrangement.   

It was a cozy arrangement that led to large, long-term, predictable profits.  Meanwhile, 
each new pipeline locked in decades of air and water pollution while accidents routinely killed 
and maimed workers, with 100 killed from 2010 to 2016 in accidents while 23,622 people were 
evacuated and amidst $3.4 billion in property damage.lvi  Homes and businesses also burn down 
on occasion in gas explosions, sometimes killing members of the public.   

Now, the Williams 
Corporation is proposing a 
large new fracked gas 
pipeline called the 
Northeast Supply 
Enhancement Project 
(NESE).  NESE is a nearly $1 
billion project that would 
run from New Jersey to 
New York at the bottom of 
the NYC harbor and enter 

into the gas distribution 
network offshore of the 
Rockaways, in Queens, New York.lvii  Under federal rules set by the Trump-controlled Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), interstate gas pipelines typically receive a 14% rate of 
return.lviii  National Grid has contracted with Williams, and would, if past experience holds, pass 
along the costs of the contract plus its own rate of return, onto ratepayers. 

Today, most gas comes from frackinglix, which is especially damaging to the environment 
because the process, which cracks open rock formations underground through massive 
pressure generated by injection of fracking fluids, destroys water and air quality.  NESE would 
deliver primarily fracked gas to New York for National Grid to distribute to customers in 
Brooklyn, Queens and on Long Island.lx   

While the industry has appended the benign descriptor “natural” to describe its gas 
products, there’s nothing natural about fracking.  Scientists are learning that gas, particularly 
gas from fracking, leaks out of fracking wells and pipelines, releasing large amount of methane, 
which is about 100 times as potent a greenhouse gas as CO2 over a 20 year period.  Depending 
on the percentage of gas leaked in drilling, fracking, and distribution through pipeline networks, 

Williams gas pipeline explosion in Pennsylvania in 2014 



which is a subject of active research and inquiry, fracked gas may be nearly as dangerous to the 
climate as coal – or even more so.lxi 

As the Climate Crisis Accelerates, a Movement Against Pipelines Rises  

 Pipeline construction and distribution used to be a sleepy business that operated almost 
entirely under the radar of public scrutiny.lxii  The system delivered virtually-guaranteed, large 
and stable profits for all the corporations involved.  In recent years, thought, fierce local 
community-based resistance and opposition from climate activists disrupted the cozy 
arrangement between utilities and pipeline corporations.   

Now, fossil fuel infrastructure 
projects such as NESE face strong local 
resistance. Iconic fights over projects such 
as KeystoneXL and Dakota Access are the 
most prominent, but local battles 
accompany pipeline proposals – and 
activists often succeed.  State and local 
governments, increasingly concerned with 
water quality, air pollution and climate 
change, particularly as renewables and other alternatives advance, are now far less willing to 
provide the permits new pipelines need.   

In New York, activists and local communities oppose new pipelines, disrupting the 
industry’s push for permits for new projects.  Williams’ NESE project is opposed by the local 
community board on the Rockawayslxiii and a coalition of organizations and local organizers, 
including the Rockaway Beach Civic Association, Sane Energy Project, Food & Water Watch, 
Surfrider – NYC, and New York Communities for Change.lxiv  Local elected officials are also 
opposing the pipeline.   

Last year, the Cuomo Administration rejected the company’s application for the crucial 
water quality permit for the project, suggesting that the project was in danger of disapproval.  
Williams immediately re-applied for the permit, triggering a new 1 year timeline for the State’s 
Department of Conservation (DEC) to act on the permit application.  The state must act by May 
16th on this critical permit, or the company’s permit application will go into effect, clearing the 
most crucial state regulatory hurdle for the pipeline. (the federal government under the Trump 
Administration is rubber-stamping the pipeline’s approval)   



National Grid, alongside 
Williams and corporate allies, 
is actively pushing for the 
Cuomo Administration to 
approve NESE.lxv  National 
Grid claims they will be 
forced to implement a 
moratorium on new gas 
customers on Long Island if 

the pipeline is not approved.lxvi  Yet, like Con Ed, National Grid has not implemented energy 
efficiency, demand management and renewables programs sufficient to reduce gas demand.  
Con Ed also will face determined resistance if it attempts to expand pipeline capacity with a 
large new project.  

New Pipelines Cause the Climate Crisis – and Consumers Will Likely Pay the Bill When They 
Become Stranded Assets 

 Pipelines distribute fracked gas throughout the country.  In New York, incoming gas is 
used primarily in power plants and heating for homes and businesses.  Pipelines can operate for 
decades; a fifty year lifespan is something of an industry standard.lxvii  The gas moving through 
large pipelines is an enormous contributor to the climate crisis.   

 Earthworks studied the impact of the huge new proposed Williams NESE pipeline. They 
found the project would cause an estimated 7.8 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent per year 
(in their mid-range modelling scenario).lxviii  By way of comparison, New York City as a whole 
produces about 50 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent.lxix  New York State government 
estimates that the entire state produced 218 million metric tons in 2015, with 29 million metric 
tons from electricity generation from fossil fuels.lxx  In other words, this pipeline alone would 
produce so much climate pollution that it would be equivalent to roughly 15% of New York 
City’s greenhouse gas emissions taken as a whole or roughly about 4% of the entire State of 
New York’s greenhouse gas emissions.   

The state is currently operating on a Clean Energy Standard that sets policy for reaching 
50% renewables on the electric grid.lxxi  Governor Cuomo’s Executive Budget proposes to raise 
this standard to 70% renewables on the grid by 2030 and to reach “carbon neutrality” by 2040 
on the grid.lxxii  The state is also committed to reducing its climate pollution by over 80% by 
2050 as in the Paris climate agreement.   

It will be virtually impossible for New York to reduce its climate pollution to meet its 
own standards if NESE – and other large pipelines – are built.  In fact, the state must begin to 



rapidly retire existing fossil fuel infrastructure to reach the levels of climate pollution that will 
prevent world-wide catastrophe.  At current levels of climate pollution, the world will blow past 
the levels of heating that will cause catastrophe.  It is deeply disturbing, yet as recent reports 
show, all new infrastructure proposed worldwide, such as the NESE pipeline, to deliver and 
burn fossil fuels must be stopped in order to avoid climate catastrophe that risks the survival of 
human civilization.lxxiii 

 If pipelines like NESE are built, there are effectively two future possibilities: 1. they 
would either become obsolete stranded assets, in which case utilities like Con Ed and National 
Grid would still be obligated to fulfill their contracts with pipeline corporations, and pass along 
those costs – despite obsolescence – to consumers; or 2. The pipelines would continue to burn 
fracked gas for much of their projected lifespan, contributing to a worldwide catastrophe and 
threat to civilization surviving.  While the former would certainly be preferable, in the later 
scenario consumers and possibly taxpayers would be saddled with the massive costs of 
pipelines that were built with long term operation in mind, but in fact were retired relatively 
soon after construction.   

Con Ed and National Grid Create a Crisis, Then Say: Trust Us 

 In January, Con Ed announced it would not hook up new (non-interruptible) gas 
customers in Westchester as of March, 2019.lxxiv  The news landed like a thunderclap to 
surprised elected officials, policy-makers, developers, and the public.  Developers began to rush 
in applications while consternation and concern spread fast.lxxv  Affected projects have included 
home, business and commercial developmentslxxvi, and even a school district’s plans to replace 
aging heating systems with newer boilers.lxxvii  The PSC has held a hearing and convened an 
investigation into the cut-off.  National Grid, for its part, is issuing warnings publicly and has 
suggested it too will cut off new customers, but has not yet set any specific date.lxxviii  National 
Grid alleges that it will implement a gas moratorium for new customers if the Williams pipeline 
is not approved.lxxix 

 Both utilities have failed to implement aggressive demand management, energy 
efficiency and renewable programs to reduce gas demand and peak gas use.  If Con Ed had seen 
a gas capacity crisis approaching so severe that it would need to cut off customers with only 3 
months of warning time, it should have acted to slash demand much earlier.   

National Grid, like Con Ed, is failing to reduce gas demand.  Instead both utilities have 
largely stood pat, watching while gas demand rose.  By failing to act to reduce demand – or 
shift peak demands through demand management programs – these utilities set the stage for 
the crisis they then later declared, claiming the solution must include new pipeline capacity. 



 The timing and reasoning for these announcements also raises questions.  The heating 
season and therefore gas demand peaks in the winter, not in March, which is the beginning of 
Con Ed’s cutting off new customers.  National Grid warns of a moratorium if the Williams 
pipeline is not approvedlxxx despite the fact that if it were approved, the pipeline could not be 
on-line any earlier than 2020 
according to the project’s website.lxxxi 

         Most of all, the utilities are 
failing to release data publicly to 
demonstrate the basis for their 
warnings.  They hide the records of gas 
use and capacity in their systems 
behind walls of confidentiality, making 
it effectively impossible to conduct an 
independent assessment.   

The Williams Corporation, for 
its part, also warns that the gas it 
delivers is indispensable.  It claims that 
without its new pipeline, customer 
service in the region will be threatened.lxxxii  Yet Williams also does not release data proving its 
conclusions.  The utilities, even as they fail at the most basic function of a utility of delivering 
reliable service to customers in their region, and Williams say “trust us,” in effect.  

Governor Cuomo and Policy-Makers Should Not be Bullied by Con Ed, National Grid and 
Williams 

 Con Ed and National Grid, aided by Williams, are creating a crisis atmosphere.  They are 
pressuring the Governor and regulators to approve new pipeline capacity after they failed to 
reduce gas demand in the region.  Assuming it implements its threatened gas moratorium, Con 
Ed will have failed to manage its operations properly to ensure that it can meet customer 
needs.  National Grid is on a similar path, declaring it too will also implement a so-called gas 
moratorium.   

The State should not reward the utilities for panicking the public and failing to manage 
their operations properly.  Instead, Governor Cuomo and State regulators should: 

 Fine and penalize the utilities for failing to deliver service to their customers – 
the utilities enjoy a monopoly and are supposed to deliver reliable service, but 
are failing to do so if they implement their threats, which should cause the state 



to penalize them and force them to serve customers properly and pay fines 
sufficient to deter future conduct of this nature; 

 Raise energy efficiency in the utilities regions – and statewide – through 
programs to: 1. increase home 
energy efficiency by cutting 
energy waste; 2. increase 
business, commercial, industrial 
and institutional energy 
efficiency by cutting energy 
waste; and 3. Widespread 
adoption of more efficient 
heating technologies such as air 
source heat pumps.  Solutions range from very simple weatherization and attic 
insulation to more complex energy efficiency upgrades to large building systems.  
New technologies such as sensors can manage temperature to improve comfort 
and reduce the use of gas. 

 Require the utilities to manage demand far better to lower peak demand – the 
utilities must implement programs to cut the demand for gas at peak times more 
effectively.  For example, Con Ed and National Grid should enroll more 
customers as “interruptible” gas customers whose service can be reduced or 
shifted to other times to reduce gas at peak usage, smoothing out demand and 
reducing the need for new gas capacity. 

 Implement renewable energy solutions and energy storage – solar and 
renewable heating technologies 
(geothermal heat) are effective 
solutions for shifting away from 
reliance on gas.  Energy storage in 
batteries, coupled with renewable 
technologies, can shift homes and 
business entirely off of fossil fuels. 

 Devote NYSERDA and other state 
funds to help low-income consumers 
and other vulnerable customers 
lower their bills – fracking has dropped the price of gas (while imposing massive 
environmental costs on fracked regions), which has enabled some utility 
customers to lower their bills by switching from oil to gas.  In order to cut gas 
demand, low-income customers and other vulnerable populations should be 
paid to switch to non-polluting alternatives in a manner that lowers their costs.  



No lower-income consumers and other vulnerable populations should pay higher 
utility rates, which will likely require a large investment of state and NYSERDA 
funds not just subsidies built into the rate structure and utility programs.  

 Fine them heavily if they don’t cut gas demand – instead of letting the utilities 
implement programs in a half-hearted manner, the state should fine them 
enough to motivate their compliance if they fail to reduce gas demand. 

These solutions can save consumers money while slashing the state’s climate pollution to 
sustainable levels, as in the State’s energy planning and commitments to the Paris climate 
agreement.  They also generate large numbers of good, new jobs and economic activity. 

Conclusion: This Manufactured Crisis is An Opportunity to Accelerate Renewables and Energy 
Efficiency 

 New York State is at only 5% wind and solar use on the electric grid.lxxxiii  The state has 
also slipped in nationwide rankings of energy efficiency.lxxxiv  Other states are further along, 
fueling a faster transition to a clean, renewable energy future.  For example, California is at 33% 
wind and solar on the electric grid – and is achieving its ambitious goals.lxxxv  It is time for New 
York to catch up.  If it is implemented, the Governor’s ambitious proposal to reach 70% 
renewable use on the grid would soon render new pipeline capacity obsolete.  Who would then 
pay for the costs of the pipelines?  In a regulated monopoly system, regulators would be under 
enormous pressure to stick consumers with those costs.   

 Happily, clean, non-polluting solutions that create good jobs and economic 
development are readily available.  Instead of acceding to the utilities and Williams’ demands 
delivered through their connected lobbyists, and sweetened with large campaign donations, 
Governor Cuomo and state policy makers should move to a clean, renewable future.  New York 
can and should lead the country to renewable energy and energy efficiency while developing 
good jobs – and leave behind old, dirty, dangerous and expensive fossil fuels.  
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New York City Council 

Committee on Environmental Protection – Oversight Hearing  
April 15, 2019 

 
 
 
Chair Constantinides and Members of the Committee on Environmental Protection,  
 
We appreciate the opportunity to share the facts regarding the environmental benefits of the 
proposed “Williams Pipeline” known as the Northeast Supply Enhancement Project (NESE).  
 
NESE is an enhancement of the existing Williams Transco system, which alone is responsible for 
the transportation of more than 50% of the of natural gas supply used in New York City. 
Although this existing system is largely out of sight and out of mind, it is vital to New York City’s 
energy portfolio and has safely and reliably served the city’s natural gas needs for nearly 70 
years. Unfortunately, this system currently operates at maximum capacity – meaning it is not 
able to accommodate future natural gas demand growth. 
 
The NESE project has been carefully designed to meet the increased demand in capacity for 
National Grid’s service territory, which includes 1.25 million customers in Brooklyn, Queens and 
on Staten Island and more than 600,000 customers on Long Island. The project comes at crucial 
point in time when New York City has experienced significant growth and New York City 
government has driven responsible change in its home heating, which has led to a significant 
increased need for natural gas supply. That growth is projected to continue over the next 15 
years. This growth is due to homes, small businesses and commercial buildings like hospitals 
and schools continuing to convert from heating oil to natural gas, as well as increased demand 
from new construction and development we see all over New York City. As such, NESE is a 
critical infrastructure project for New York City and will provide significant benefits to the city’s 
energy and economic development as well as improving its environmental future. 
 
Thanks to increased efficiency in power generation and home heating and cooling, coupled with 
the thousands of conversions from heating oils that have occurred over the past decade, New 
York City is currently experiencing its cleanest air quality in over 50 years. The environmental 
benefits of NESE build on the significant progress New York City has made in emissions 
reductions and will allow National Grid to continue its planned oil to gas conversion program. 
Citizens who care about cleaner air and reducing emissions immediately should support this 
project. The NESE project alone will allow for:   
 

 The continued conversion of approximately 8,000 residential and commercial customers 
each year, to natural gas from dirty and inefficient heating oil.  

 Displacement of 900,000 barrels of heating oil and reduction of CO2 emissions by 
200,000 tons in the first year ‐ the equivalent to taking 500,000 vehicles off the road 
annually.  
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 Reduction of other local emissions by 300 tons per year, including smog, acid rain and 
particulates that have negative health and environmental effects.  

 
Without this project, sufficient pipeline capacity will not be available to support future 
economic development and planned oil to gas conversions will not occur, hindering New York 
City and State from meeting aggressive emission reduction goals.  
 
The NESE project aligns with and advances New York City’s goal of reducing emissions 80% by 
2050 through the Clean Heat Initiative, which successfully required the phase out of No. 6 oil on 
June 30, 2015 and the deadline for the phase out of all No. 4 heating oil by January 1, 2030. The 
elimination of No.6 heating oil usage in buildings and the transition to natural gas has resulted 
in dramatic health benefits. “NYC Clean Heat has already reduced PM 2.5 emissions from 
buildings by over 65%, which has helped prevent hundreds of deaths and thousands of 
emergency room visits and hospitalizations from lung and cardiovascular diseases annually. 
Heating oil conversions away from No. 6 and No. 4 oil also significantly reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, the harmful emissions that contribute to global climate change.”1 
 
It has been widely reported that in March 2019, Con Edison announced a moratorium in 
Westchester County on new natural gas customers due to lack of supply caused by increasing 
demand from residential and commercial customers. Recently, National Grid has stated clearly 
and has notified customers who have requested new firm service that without approval of the 
NESE project, they will not be able to provide new service to customers in Brooklyn, Queens, 
Staten Island and on Long Island. Then, late last week, Con Edison sent a letter warning 
lawmakers that although they have no formal role in the NESE project, a NESE denial would 
force the utility to “move quickly” on the declaration of a gas moratorium in their New York City 
territory which includes the Bronx, northern Queens and Manhattan. This is a grave threat to 
the environmental progress made through oil to gas conversations as well as prosperity of the 
downstate economy, residents, businesses, construction workers and economic development.  
 
With regards to the project construction, the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) that 
was released by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on January 25, 2019, stated 
that the additional 17.3 miles of new pipe being added to the existing 235 miles of pipeline in 
the energy highway under Raritan Bay, would have “less than significant” impacts to the 
environment.  
 
Ultimately, NESE is critically important to the continued delivery of safe, reliable service to 
meet increased demand and to the continued conversion of New York residents from heavily 
polluting fuel oil to cleaner, more affordable natural gas.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to share our perspective in support of the Northeast Supply 
Enhancement Project.  

                                                       
1 https://www.nyccleanheat.org/content/problem 







 
 

Testimony Submitted to the NYC Council Committee on Environmental Protection  

April 15, 2019 

Re: Northeast Supply Enhancement Project 

We at the New York State Association for Affordable Housing (NYSAFAH) would like to thank 

the New York City Council Committee on Environmental Protection for the opportunity to 

submit testimony regarding the Northeast Supply Enhancement Project. We appreciate the 

committee’s consideration of the environmental impacts of the project and support meaningful 

discussion about those impacts; but we also urge stakeholders and government to quickly 

develop a solution that would allow vitally needed affordable housing projects to continue 

unimpeded.  

It will come as no surprise to this committee that New York City faces an affordable housing 

crisis. Rents are rising and more New Yorkers find themselves in desperate need of safe, stable 

and affordable places to live. Compounding this issue, affordable housing is often subject to 

variables that are beyond our control and which make new development exceedingly 

burdensome and expensive to provide.  

One such variable is the proposed Northeast Supply Enhancement Project. We are advised that 

without adequate energy infrastructure, pending affordable housing projects and prospective 

projects throughout New York City, will be stalled or prevented. Con Edison has warned that if 

an energy solution is not agreed upon by May 15, then a moratorium will be placed on New 

York City and Long Island. In real terms, this puts affordable housing projects currently in the 

pipeline, as well as all future developments in the area, in serious jeopardy. Alternatives to 

natural gas are cost-prohibitive and/or impractical for many rent-restricted projects.  

We are also aware of the concern, most recently expressed by the Mayor’s Office of Recovery 

and Resiliency, that the moratorium could lead to greater reliance on less clean fuel alternatives 

to heat buildings and interruptions in gas delivery for heating purposes throughout New York 

City.  We share the concern that greater reliance on  low sulfur Number 2 heating oil or a lack of 

natural gas for heating purposes would be a significant detriment to the people of New York City 

and especially the low-income families we serve. 

We urge you and your partners in government and relevant stakeholders to find a solution as 

quickly as possible and help us protect vulnerable New Yorkers who are in desperate need of 

housing.  

Thank you for your consideration.  



NYSAFAH is the trade association for New York’s affordable housing industry, with nearly 400 

members, including developers, lenders, investors, attorneys, contractors, architects and others 

active in the financing, construction, and operation of affordable housing. 

 
























